‘Forty-Niners’ Will Frolic Friday Night

Student-Picked Amateurs To Receive Gold Trophies

Winning Acts Spotlighted During Intermiasion;
‘Gus The Trained Gooses’ Enters Competition

Real pioneering spirit is being displayed by the junior class “Forty-Niner’s Frolic.” It is absolutely the first Illinois Tech function to feature amateur acts during the intermission.

A silver platter, inscribed with the following dedication of appreciation, was the top prize of the contest: “To the Willing Frolic Show Committee. This is the first annual intermission presentation given at Illinois Institute of Technology. As a token of appreciation for an instructive and entertaining evening, we offer this plaque for the best presentation act.”

PRES. HEALD SEES 20 YEARS AT IIT

Henry F. Holt, president of the Illinois Institute of Technology, was honored Monday at a surprise party on the occasion of his 20th year at Illinois Tech and his 14th as president. The affair was held in the home of R. O. Griggshagen, member of the board of trustees, at 1100 North Shore Drive.

A silver platter, inscribed with the following dedication of appreciation, was presented to President Holt. The inscription reads: “To President Holt on the occasion of the 20th annual intermission of the Willing Frolic Show Committee of 1967. This is the first annual intermission presentation given at Illinois Institute of Technology and as a token of appreciation for an instructive and entertaining evening, we offer this plaque for the best presentation act.”

Pre-Registration Begins Soon

Pre-registration for next semester will be conducted from November 20th through December 1st. Regular-student and transfer-student students now in attendance, who are planning to register in February, must see their faculty advisor and complete their pre-registration by December 1st.

Students may pick up a pre-registration card and a copy of the schedule to be offered during the coming semester at the Registrar’s office on or after November 13th. Each student is expected to submit a tentative program of his major requirements to the registrar for approval.

Registration cards will be returned to the Registrar’s Office after approval and delivered to the student’s advisor. The cards will be reviewed and returned by the Registrar.

Students who fail to pre-register during the above dates then must again register to maintain their classes in February, but will have to wait until the last attendance of registration week.

Dr. Ernest H. Bradbury, chairman of the department of business and economics, will act as a pre-registration consultant to all engineering students who are taking management options in the selection of management elective courses.

The procedures for transferring students will be the same as that followed last semester. Students will report to the office of the engineering major and there they will be told when their semester is and when they can see him.

CF Students Hold Fundraiser

Approximately 150 CF’s attended the meeting given last Thursday by N.E. Franklin and the ABECC in the entertainment furnished by Mark Handley (fugue). The meeting is sponsored by Camp America, Inc., and the CF Department of the College of Architecture.

“IT is very profitable,” said Jim C. Barfield, president, “to use such a large group at this meeting, and enough people are interested, perhaps many more special activities could be held for CF’s.”
The Bleak Month — October 1947

**The Seat I Sit In**

“Andy love Gertrude,” a booming announcement for generations to come, echoed pertinently in the echoes from the sound of a student note-taking slab. It seemed that, with the rebirth of the society, a classroom chronicler takes pen in hand to record the instantaneous events taking place around him.

And so it goes at Illinois Tech, with art enthusiasts displaying their talents on \*canvas\*, ideally suited chairs on the campus. But the main chair of early inclusion was the conventional study chair. The manufacturer cutely tacted the writing desks down, adding that the legs of these chairs facilitate movement, but more likely to curtail frustrated Wurliards. In both respects they have succeeded only partially.

We regret that some students still have not reached that stage of life where they have ceased to write on furniture in other people’s homes. However, either fact brought to the attention of Tech News is the ubiquitous design of the basic folding-arm chairs now installed in both the Armenian and the Mechanical and Chemical Engineering buildings. Wedged uncomfortably between two chairs, the student had to move his arms or legs while trapped to narrow confines of one of these chairs.

We would suggest that those men responsible for the procurement of these chairs sit in them for one solid lecture period, with purely individual chairs on either side, the same time, as to not take notes.

**Mail Box Watch**

Eminence relief from pressing financial obligations for Illinois Tech veterans was anticipated by the recent decision to allocate funds. In a statement to Tech News, the VVA announced that “all checks authorized are to be sent to veterans in the Chicago area November 10th.

Some subsidies checks are even now in the mail boxes; others should arrive soon.

The sudden burst of iconoclasts is expected to cause alarm among those who had been against his actions. However, it seems that no one has yet been able to begin any meaningful studies on his philosophy, but those are the Beautiful Wife who contributed to the transportation economy.

And now, perhaps, the coefficient of expansion in the previous taxpurse will now abnormally.

**Technology News**

Tech Chess Gladiators Smush To Victory

As the battle beckoned in the nature ridden terrains areas, the Tech chess gladiators showed their mettle to the test of battle. The seven man line of defense stood shoulder to shoulder and then crossed into post.

Directly across from them the determined force of seven Rosseau chess players met their key stars. Neither team flinched at the end. Both were slanted and refused to admit defeat.

The rate was thus, and while the entire front of operations held its balance, it was the Tech chess captain holding and finally defeated “Chester.” Tech vs. Rosseau was the game given up to the Rosseau renters. Tech was to make the last move and no other. What will be the outcome?

At half hour, it was a draw game. At three quarter time both teams were stuck into a battle, “Chess, they say, they fight like men, they fight like men,” said a Rosseau regular.

**Tech Chess Gladiators Smush To Victory**

**Parties Highlight Frat Programs**

Joe Delia Rho

Woolly Dogwash style highlights the latest Rho Delta Delta party at the home of Dick Bragon. The party was held on Friday night with a number of the finest student bodies in attendance.

George H. Goldsmith

Siegfried Alpha Ma

A combined meeting of the Sigma Alpha Xi fraternity and the Alpha Chi club was held last weekend at Duvall’s home. The two groups discussed the plans for the forthcoming national convention to be held in Chicago in December.

The active was still suffering from a recent 27-27 defeat at the hands of the pads, but it was held at Grant Park ad...
Techawk Fireballs Make A Fatish Of Fire and Safety
By Sandi S. Mondaik

A while at Fire Protection insurance, a fireball at general engineering and one all around Jolly good fellow; this is the Fire Project.

Never numbering more than a very small percent of any class, the Fire Protection and Safety engineers learn to live with the unknown and unthought. Concentrating less on actual production, there are more concerned with conservation of manpower and production without destruction of plant equipment. Investigation of industrial accident control and determination of compensation to workmen and to the public is routine matters to them. The good was the need for Fire Protection's during the war. The government conducted graduate FPI's and immediately placed them in the industry.

Illinois Tech's FPI dept, the only one doing this type of work in the country, was born at the turn of the century when insurance companies felt the need for men skilled in the engineering aspects of life insurance, the department and need has grown till today the FPI dept is an integral part of the company.

The need of research is limited in this profession, but "regardless of your interests, there is a place in the field for you" asserted J. Z. Schrack, Fire Safety equipment department. The Fire Protection engineers are given general training to cover all aspects of plant work and must be adept in all forms of basic engineering. Courses on industrial safety have only recently been incorporated into the curriculum.

They must be able to handle problems on hydraulics, sprinkler systems, fire, explosion and insurance companies.

A fledgling FPI spends a great portion of his junior and senior years at the $3,000,000 Underwriter laboratory which are unpatterned elsewhere in this country. After graduation practical experience is built up in inspecting industrial and mercantile buildings for inspection bureaus. Insurance companies take your from there. The lucky top executive positions has already been added up. The first group of the hundred men in the department at the present time half are on scholarships.

Insurance companies continue the policy of favoring development of FIPI through offering generous stipends. The companies provide scholarships for fire protection students.

Midwest Bursars Meet Here Friday
Comptrollers and bursars from eight midwestern colleges will assemble at TTT Friday to discuss problems common to the various schools.

The one-day session will begin at 9 a.m. In the Illinois Tech student union conference and dining room, Chicago will be welcomed by Raymond J. Booth, executive secretary and auditor of the Institute.

Subjects to be discussed include student loans, medical instruction, Veterans Administration programs, payroll procedures, dormitory sanitation, control of cost of living and methods of student, faculty, and student identification.

Pan-Hellenic Meets
As a Pan-Hellenic council meeting on November 4 was decided that dues for the local society should be raised to one dollar.

However, Pan-Hellenic meetings will be open to all membership and pledges, but only members of the council will be eligible to cast votes. The constitution is being revised in order to cope with these changes.

MUSCION CZAR IS IN ERROR; RECORD COMPANIES MUM ON PLANS
By Bill Biddle Jr. in Washington

Apparently the general public has forgotten about the Pathe film ad that was dropped. Whether the large recording companies intend to stick with their until-now-untouched industry. What may be the case? That is what the music industry has been insinuating for months. Concerns on industrial safety have only recently been incorporated into the curriculum.

They must be able to handle problems on hydraulics, sprinkler systems, fire, explosion and insurance companies.

A fledgling FPI spends a great portion of his junior and senior years at the $3,000,000 Underwriter laboratory which are unpatterned elsewhere in this country. After graduation practical experience is built up in inspecting industrial and mercantile buildings for inspection bureaus. Insurance companies take your from there. The lucky top executive positions has already been added up. The first group of the hundred men in the department at the present time half are on scholarships.

Insurance companies continue the policy of favoring development of FIPI through offering generous stipends. The companies provide scholarships for fire protection students.
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WHATS THE RED CAP DOING IN THE SOUTH STUDENT LOUNGE?
Cagers Schedule Nineteen Games

Play Alumni Warmup Tilt Next Wednesday; Opponents Include Kenyon, St. Ambrose

A schedule marked with several "flashy" contests as well as the usual "dream" games has been presented to the Taylor basketball fans for the forthcoming season.

Highlighted by their appearance in the Loyola tournament, where they will face the high-scoring teams from Wheeling college, who present an admirable record. Roy Balas, who has become the pattern of the Loyola tournament, will be one of the stars.

Sports Personality Of The Week

By Ben Rubin

Ray Balas, Junior MIB, is a senior player on the undefeated Jourden Grammar School basketball team. To date he has scored 37 of his team's 37 points to help them in their drive to the top of the National League.

Trackmen Improve Time But Still Lose

The emphasis of the Techcan track team is on running. Although they are mostly mid-distance runners, the sprinters are getting lots of attention, as well as the throwers and jumpers who are seeking amazing new heights.

IM Swim Meet November 20

Gold Medals Will Be Awarded To Winners

The Midwest area swimming meet will be held November 20 at the young Waldo Boys Club. The meet will be crowded with fun occasions, and if the number of entries warrant it, additional medals will be given to the second place finishers.

Soph Archs Tie First Place Gremlins

By Larry Shapin

Touch football marked the semifinal week with the Senior Arch, Junior Archs and Soph Archs en route to their final in the National League.

The game was played by the Archs during the first half as they played the previously unbeaten Gremlins good for a good. The Gremlins regrouped the upper-hand and the second period only to be stopped by the prowess of the team, lack of time and the Gremlins' defense. The Intercollegiate Football Association will start on November 17 and the Versailles team from the District of several rugged Styx leagues.

Western Electric

Building new telephone lines for you takes well planned teamwork by these two

"Dance" DANCE

Music Of The Stars

DICK BARRIE

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

30.25, 35.25, 78.125, 78.75, 78.125, 78.125

Western Electric

A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1875

Behind this giant plow train, carrying a new transcontinental telephone cable, there's a story of typical teamwork by Western Electric in helping to make the world's best at the lowest possible cost.

As the supply member of the Bell Telephone System, Western Electric is producing the coaxial cable which can carry 1800 telephone messages at once — transmits television network programs, too. But millions of Western Electric engineers are turning out this cable mile after mile to keep the phone lines running forward.

Since 1875, Western Electric has been an integral part of Bell Telephone service — helping to make it the world's best at the lowest possible cost.
Tech Music Dept. Will Play Three Concerts For Alumni

The ITT Music department, Tech Alumni association, and the Milwaukee Alumni organization have announced three concerts for alumni. The first of these concerts will be presented by the Alabama-Chambers manufacturing company in West Allis, Wisconsin. After dinner, a tour planned by Alabama-Chambers will include the club with the operations of the plant. Following the visit to the plant, the pianist will be a concert at Tech Theatre with supper and beverages at the club and a dance Friday night.

Jeffie Wills, ASME Award

The Sigma Pi Sigma, national honorary mechanical engineering fraternity, will present its annual award of an ASME membership to several outstanding freshman of last year's class. The award will be made by Howard Olles, award committee chairman, in the University's behalf at the next Tuesday's general meeting of the ASME.

THE RED CAP

Coca-Cola Coolers

Make it so easy to pause and refresh

Photo-electric will be Discussed By Froehle

ASME Meeting

Photo-electricity and stress concentration will highlight next week's ASME meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the North Union auditorium. The talk will be given by Dr. M. W. Froehle of the Armour Research Foundation, one of the outstanding men in the plastic-mechanical field.

Photo-electricity with methods utilized and graphical concepts of stress concentration will greatly benefit from the many slides Dr. Froehle will present. These, in major part, are positive light photographs of actual models under stress.

As a result of last week's membership drive, said J. C. Hamilton, president, the present number of students has increased to 707, making the ITT chapter one of the largest in the country.

Registration and applications for joining ASME will be accepted.

Any student interested in ASME should contact Prof. Samuel B. Stotzoff in Room 603.

Photo Schedule

Groves presents for all activities, underscholars, clubs, societies, honorary societies, which will be taken on the last year's photo schedule, all students will be given these photos. Any organization which has not been included in the following schedule should contact the official staff immediately.

SOPHIE ARCH TIE

Pin for the Sigma Pi Sigma membership badge at your chapter and shut off the competition. The red cap is a symbol of achievement. The red cap and the red tie will be recognized by the University, for the Alpha house, and in all other organizations.

OFFICERS of CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

Supply Your Chapter Club With Streamlined, Small Stock Forms

We specialize in:

- membership cards
- buttons
- letterheads
- advertising material
- convention material
- dance tickets
- small forms
- application blanks
- tags
- identification cards
- personalizing service

Turner & Guthrie

(Advertising Service)

2222 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Victory 7901

Student owned and operated
Meis Van Der Rohe's Works Are Displayed

Record Breaking 3,000 Attend Opening Night Of Exhibition In N.Y.

New York's Museum of Modern Art is playing host to record crowds now standing an exhibition of the work of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, director of Illinois Tech's architecture department.

In presenting three decades of Mr. Mies van der Rohe's work, the museum has produced the most extensive exhibit of any individual architect. The opening night attendance of more than 3,000 broke the record of any previous individual architect's display.

Included in this exhibit are drawings, photographs, models, and montage illustrations of the photographed works, both past and present, which have made Mies van der Rohe one of the outstanding architects of our time. The buildings of Mies' work completed and proposed, occupy a prominent position in the exhibit.

A full-sized model of a version of the administration building at Illinois Institute of Technology will be one of the major attractions of the exhibit. These are drawn in perspective, a paper for making positive color prints. The plans were produced by students of his personal experience in making motion.

New developments in photomontage are also on exhibit, as are the latest electronic developments forcoloring.

T. F. Lindgren Speaks On Movie Photography

Motion picture photography was the subject of a talk by Theodore F. Lindgren of the visual education department of the American Furniture Institute.

Mr. Lindgren also discussed the use of Zenith as a source for making positive color prints. His talk was punctuated by minutes of his personal experience in making motion.

New developing equipment was recently purchased, and one will be replaced shortly by the club.

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD

A ALWAYS MINDER
B BETTER TASTING
C COOLER SMOKING

The sum-total of smoking pleasure

"There's only one cigarette for me... My favorite CHESTERFIELD"

Joan Bennett

Joan Bennett is at the desk in
the latest current picture
"The Woman on the Beach"

"The Woman on the Beach"